DNA-loaded microbubbles with crosslinked bovine serum albumin shells for ultrasound-promoted gene delivery and transfection.
The microbubble is a kind of clinically applied ultrasound contrast agent in disease diagnosis that can also rupture under sonication to increase membrane permeability and promote gene entry into targeted cells. However, the development of ultrasound-mediated gene delivery might be restricted because genes and microbubbles were separated and would not reach the targeted cells simultaneously. Herein, a kind of crosslinked positive microbubbles (CPMBs) were prepared to load DNA as gene vectors to promote gene delivery efficiency. The BSA shell of the CPMBs was crosslinked with disulfide bonds, which obviously enhanced the stability of the CPMBs. Furthermore, the CPMBs revealed sonoporation effects comparable to those of clinically applied SonoVue microbubbles. As DNA and CPMBs were electrostatically linked as an entirety, they would reach cells simultaneously. Thus, with the aid of ultrasound, these DNA-loaded microbubbles promoted DNA entry into cytoplasm more effectively and obtained higher cellular uptake efficiency and better transfection efficiency than DNA-mixed microbubbles. Confocal microscopy results showed that rupturing of the CPMBs/DNA entire microbubbles under sonication could carry DNA directly into the cytoplasm or nucleus. All results indicated that the cytocompatible DNA-loaded microbubbles have promising prospects in ultrasound-mediated gene delivery.